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Tracklist: m3u - Playlist

A1 Nina Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Absolute Control Listen       
----------------------------------  --------------

B2 Coming Home Listen      
----------------------------------  --------------

Release Notes:

After his vinyl debut “Oktrosis” on Etui Monomood spreads ones again 
his love for techno. In the same way the paradox title “Love, Dub & 
Machine Wars” may confuse on his new EP the sounds will take the 
listener on a diversified travel through his essential techno style.
„Nina“ shows Monomoods sensitive and thoughtful perception of 
electronic dance music. Deep chord sounds and a wonderful dreamy 
pad are making your eyes water not only on Sunday mornings at a 
festival. „Absolute Control“ on the b-side is presenting a quite 
different manner. Deeply rooted in the techno business of the end 
90's, Monomood can't deny his origin. What you can always hear in 
his energetic DJ Sets now has found its way on a record – peak time 
Techno with a raw attitude. With „Coming Home“ Monomood closes 
the circle and claiming dub techno-rhythms are meeting a highly 
fragile pad construction finding its home somewhere between 
desperate euphoria and blissful melancholy.
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Support Infos:

Played & supported by Alan Fitzpatrick, Ben Sims, Luca Bacchetti, 
Hrdvision, Jonas Kopp, Mark Henning, D.Diggler and many more.

Distribution:

cometomusic mail: carsten@cometomusic.net 
c/o Carsten Rechenberger skype: carsten.rechenberger
Arthur-Hausmann-Str. 6 phone: +49 (0) 172 376 04 62
04129 Leipzig web: www.cometomusic.net 

Label Contact:

Etui Records mail: oliver@etui-records.de 
c/0 Oliver web: www.etui-records.de 
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